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Dinghy Towing '92

Toyota changes directions, Honqa is on hold,
but Nissan continues its upbeat position
Brian Robertson

A

lthough towing a small vehi
cle behind a motorhome
seems like a relatively sim
ple procedure, choosing the right
car, truck or sport-utility vehicle for
towing on all four wheels can be
confusing. Manufacturers tend to
change directions frequently, mak
ing it difficult for prospective buyers
to know whether a car can be
towed without damaging the drive
train and/or affecting warranty
coverage.
This year, Toyota, a company that
has always given the green light
for towing the majority of its small
cars, has done an about-face and
42

nixed towing. The company cited
liability reasons for the decision af
fecting 1992 models. A company
spokesperson said that it's possible
Toyota will issue a mid-year bulle
tin with a change of heart, after
evaluating the situation.
On the plus side, Nissan Motors
has stepped in with very positive
news regarding its '92 models. The
company's entire manual-transmis
sion line of autos and trucks is ap
proved for dinghy towing. After
many years of restricting the prac
tice of towing cars behind motor
homes, Nissan issued technical
bulletins NTB91 -061 and

NTB90-004- approving of dinghy
towing-covering 1987 through
1991 models, and, according to
Nissan spokesman Jim Wayland,
the bulletins also apply to the 1992
models, even though some of the
company's manuals may state
otherwise.
Nissan's Sentra and Stanza are
popular for towing because they of
fer good fuel economy, are light
weight and can be purchased at
reasonable prices. The Maxima
will fill the luxury niche, while the
240SX will satisfy those who are in
a sporty mood. If you are really

more on page 94
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MOTORHOME'S TOWED-VEHICLE GUIDE-1992
Manufacturer/
Mod el Name
CHRYSLER
LeBaron
DODGE
Daytona
Shadow
Spirit
FORD/MERCURY
Escort
Festiva
Taurus/Sable
Tempo/Topaz
GEO
Metro
MITSUBISHI
Galant
NISSAN
Maxima
Sentra
Stanza
240 SX
300ZX
P LYMOUTH
Acclaim
Sundance
SUZUKI
Swift Hatchback
Swift Sedan
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DODGE
Dakota 4x4
D-Series 4x4
Ramcharger 4x4
FORD
Bronco 4x4
Explorer 4x4
F-150 4X4
Ranger 4x4
GEO
Tracker
JEEP
Cherokee 4x4
Comanche
Grand Cherokee
Wrangler
MAZDA
Navajo
MITSUBISHI
Mighty Max
NISSAN
2WD pickups
4x4 pickups
Pathfinder
SUZUKI
Samurai

Sidekick 4 x 4

CARS

Curb
Weight

Speed/
D istance
Limits

Manual
Transmission

Automatic
Transmission

EPA City/
Highway

Base
R etail*

2991

none

yes

no

20/27

$16,801

2777
2615
2801

none
none
none

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

24/34
24/34
20/27

$10,897
$7,999
$11,176

2287
1797
3049
2529

55/none
55/none
55/none
55/none

yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no
no

29/36
35/42
18/26
21/29

$ 8,425
$ 6,995
$14,229
$ 8,629

1620

55/none

yes

no

45/50

$7,250

2667

none

yes

no

21/27

$12,049

3029
2266
2788
2657
3313

70/500
70/500
70/500
70/500
60/200

yes
yes
yes
yes
yes

no
no
no
no
no

20/26
29/39
22/29
22/28
18/24

$19,875
$ 8,350
$12,780
$14,295
$28,675

2789
2617

none
none

yes
yes

no
no

24/34
24/34

$11,245
$7,999

1870
1720

55/none
55/none

yes
yes

no
no

39/43
39/43

$ 6,899
$7,699

3450
4250
4265

none
none
none

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes

21/27
16/21
12/16

$ 8,683
$10,672
$16,789

5000
3780
4010
3120

none
none
none
none

yes***
yes***
yes***
yes***

yes***
yes***
yes***
yes***

14/18
16/20
13/15
18/22

$1
7,999
$18,505
$14,689
$12,279

2567

55/200

yes**

yes**

25/27

$11,785

3028
3175
3628
3080

none
none
none
none

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes
yes, 4x4 only
yes
yes

15/20
15/21
15/20
17/22

$13,960
$ 8,867
n/a
$10,199

3780

none

yes***

yes***

16/20

$18,505

3050

none

yes

no

19/23

$ 7,979

3000
3475
3520

60/200
60/500
60/500

yes
yes
yes

no
no
no

21/26
19/22
15/18

$ 8,630
$11,780
$19,320

2465

55/200

yes**

yes**
yes**

28/29

$ 6,299

2567

TRUCKS, SPORT-UTILITY VEHICLES/VANS

55/200

yes**

* Price without options
** After 200 miles, operate engine 2 minutes w/manual transmission in 2nd, automatic transmission in D
* * * With manual locking hub option only

.

24/26

$11,999
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SAFARI 34'

DINGHY TOWING '92

their toll on the fuel economy (as low
as 7. 99 mpg) we were able to cruise
the flat terrain and record almost 10
mpg. Mileage with and without the
Explorer in tow didn't seem to
change. With the 90-gallon fuel tank,
driving range is pretty decent.
Although the Safari was slow in
the mountains, overall driveability
was good. For the most part, the
Cummins diesel felt like it was doing
a good job on most highways. The
coach is fun to drive and is excep
tionally quiet up front. Since the
coach lives as good as it drives, the
$112,000 price tag is a good value,
considering the available features. D

feeling your oats, the hot 300ZX is
available as a tag-along, although
prospective owners may have trou
ble finding ready-made tow bar and
baseplate equipment.
The pickup and sport-utility line
includes 2WD and 4WD models
that can be towed without drive
train modifications. The company's
Pathfinder is its sport-utility offer
ing, and it tracks nicely behind a
motorhome. Nissan has a 500-mile
distance limit for all of its cars and
trucks (vehicle should be driven
briefly at that interval); the 300ZX
and 2WD pickups have 200-mile
limits.
Honda, of course, continues to
be questionable. Even though com
pany engineers have assured us in
the past that towing on all four
wheels, even with automatic trans
missions, is an acceptable practice,
the company refuses to put it in
writing. Therefore, we must regard
Hondas as unsuitable for towing,
except on a dolly or with drivetrain
modifications. Although many
owners tow Hondas on all four
wheels without problems, prospec
tive buyers should be aware of

Safari Motor Coaches Incorporated,
30725 Diamond Hill Road, Harris
burg, Oregon 97446; (503) 995-8214.
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possible warranty problems if a
mechanical problem , can be attri
buted to towing.

Chrysler/Dodge/Plymouth

Chrysler Corporation has always
supported recreational towing, and
offers an exciting line of towable
cars, equipped with manual trans
missions, for 1992. The only model
wearing the Chrysler emblem that's
able to tag along on all four wheels,
however, is the LeBaron. Three
Dodge models are approved: the
Daytona, Shadow and Spirit. The
Daytona is a sporty 2-door, which
is high on performance and
equipped with a variable suspen
sion that allows the driver to select
the degree of stiffness. The Shadow
is available in either 2- or 4-door
and should appeal to many with its
low base price and high EPA fuel
economy ratings. The Spirit is a
relatively economical intermediate
sized 4-door that will seat six
passengers.
Plymouth's Acclaim is the sib
ling of the Dodge Spirit, while the
Sundance is cousin to the Dodge
Shadow.

PGRADE IN STYLE

WITH VELVAC CLASS A MOTOR HOME MIRRORS
Innovative styling, quality features and long-lasting materials
make the Star and Superstar the perfect addition to any
motor home. As with all Yelvac mirrors, they were designed
to be easily installed, easy to use and easy to service. And
the four-hole mounting pattern makes them a direct
replacement for many mirrors used on earlier motor homes.
Look at these features:
• No tools needed for
• Optional heated glass
• Variety of designer colors
adjustment
• Rugged cast-aluminum base • Replaceable glass
• Aerodynamic housing
• Limited one-year warranty
convex spot mirror

Don't settle for second best - specify Velvac Mirrors ...
A Reflection of Quality

_\lELVAC

2900 S. 160th St., New Berlin, WI 53151
(414) 786-0700
control optional
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Velvac, Circle 168 on Reader Service Card

DINGHY TOWING '92
If you prefer towing a pickup,
Dodge's Dakota has Chrysler's
blessing for towing. A midsize
truck, it is the only pickup in its
class with an available V-8 engine.
The Dakota is towable only if it's
equipped with four-wheel drive.
Dodge's full-size pickups and the
sport-utility Ramcharger are also
towable when outfitted with four
wheel drive, although they are very
heavy-suited only for towing be
hind big diesel pushers with high
gross combination weight ratings.

Ford/Mercury

Ford offers the broadest line of
towable cars, trucks and sport-util
ities. The ever-popular Escort heads
the list. The Escort has always been
one of the most popular towed
cars, but after Ford redesigned it
in 1991 it was tagged as unsuitable
for towing until the company is
sued a bulletin stating otherwise.
The 1992 models, equipped with
manual transmissions, continue
to be approved for dinghy towing
without drivetrain modifications.
Among super-lightweight, eco
nomical cars, the manual-transmis
sion Festiva is a prime candidate.
It was listed as towable for the first
time in 1991. For a bit more room
than Festiva, take a look at the
Ford Tempo and its sister car; Mer
cury Topaz.
More luxury in a towed car can
be found in the Taurus/Sable, but
since Ford/Mercury cars are tow-

able only if equipped with manual
transmissions and dealers normally
order the Taurus/Sable with auto
matics, you may have trouble find
ing this model.
Four-wheel-d rive Ford Explorers
and Ranger pickups continue as
two of the few vehicles under 4000
pounds that ca,n be towed with au
tomatic or manual transmissions.
As in previous years, these vehicles
can be towed only when they are
equipped with manual locking hub
option.
New instructions found in the
1992 Explorer sport-utility and
Ranger pickup manuals describe a
method for towing with Ford's elec
tric shift transfer case. Ford states
that you can remove the rear drive
shaft and tow with all four wheels
on the ground. When at camp, the
owner can engage the transfer case
in 4WD mode and drive the vehicle
for limited distances. This method
allows the vehicle to operate in
front-wheel drive as long as the
rear driveshaft has not been recon-
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Amazing Solar Dottery Charger
• Floats
• Reliable
• Shatterproof

• Flexible

• Waterproof
• Cost Effective

nected. Ford specifically recom
mends that operation is limited to
good roads with a maximum speed
of 35 miles per hour and 50 miles
distance - good enough to unhook
and park the vehicle and run to the
campground store. The company
also recommends against quick ac
celeration· and driving on steep
grades with the rear driveshaft
disconnected.
Mazda offers a 2-door version of
the Explorer under its nameplate
that can also be towed. It's called
the Navajo and has the same re
quirements as the Explorer.
If you're considering a larger
four-wheel-drive sport-utility vehi
cle or pickup to tow, Ford offers a
good selection with either auto
matic or manual transmissions.
Towable models include the full-size
Bronco and F-150 pickup, although
they are on the heavy side and
should only be considered if your
motorhome is a large diesel with
plenty of towing capacity. As with
the Explorer and Ranger, these
models must be equipped with
four-wheel--drive and manual lock
ing hub option.

Geo

Geo models are marketed by
General Motors and are the only
GM vehicles approved for towing.
The Tracker is built by Suzuki and
is identical to the Sidekick. Towing
recommendations for the Tracker
also apply to the Sidekick. The Geo
Metro is the economy champ for
1992. It uses a 3-cylinder engine,
it's lightweight and yields 50 mpg
on the highway. It's also built for
GM by Suzuki, and is towable with
a manual transmission.

Jeep

inquiries welcome.
(313) 362-4170
(800) 843-3892
96

u.s.s.c.

1100 West Maple Road
Troy, Ml 48084

United Solar Systems, Circle 167 on Reader Service Card

Jeep (division of Chrysler) fea
tures a lineup of three fully ap
proved models for 1992. The
Wrangler is Jeep's smallest sport
utility vehicle and a popular tag
along because of its light weight
and all-terrain capability. It's a

RV Marketplace
P-30 454 DUAL 311 SYSTEM

SAVE YOUR CAST IRON MANIFOLDS
FROM CRACKING AND WARPING
LET YOUR ENGINE BREATHE AND LET
HOT AIR OUT OF THOSE MANIFOLDS
.. BETTER
FUEL
MILEAGE
.. MORE
HORSE
POWER
.. COOLER
RUNNING
.. ALL ALUMINIZED .,. QUIET POWER
.. DOUBLE THE FLOW FROM
MANIFOLDS BACK

OTHER SYSTEMS AVAILABLE

MASTERCARD OR VISA ACCEPTED
FOR MORE INFORMATION, CALL OR WRITE:

JARDINE PERFORMANCE
EXHAUST SYSTEM

P.O. BOX 8488 • JACKSON, WYOMING 83001

307-733-7473

DINGHY
TOWING '92

Now! Protect your vehicle's engine
with BARDAHL'S original

LEAD

SUBSTITUTE

.INSTED
0' LEAD

The most cost effective valve protection
available) The protection of lead in a
concentrated lead-free formula .
One 32 oz. bottle treats 240 gals. B uy by
mail with complete confidence direct
from world-famous Bardahl laboratories.
1-32 oz. bottle
btls. $12.99 ea.
shipped prepaid S
- 124 btls.
$10.99 ea.
via UPS, only ...

1499

Call loll free 1-800-622-2878 and charge your purchase
on your bank card or send your check or money order to:

!��J

BARDAHL

·.=.

Dept. BA· 1400 N.W 52nd • PO. 70607
Seattle, WA 98107-0607

COMPACT RV APPLIANCES
COMBINATION WASHER/
ORYER

jplenltilte compact unit
washes and dries
automatically. 34" high, 22"
deep, 23½" wide, 110 volt
UL approved.

2 years parts and labor warranty

•
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HUSOVARNA COMPACTj
DISHWASHER

I Quality stainless steel unit
made in Sweden. Heats its
own water. Uses 3.6
gallons of water. 18" high,
23" deep.

RV lcemaker, Central Vacuum System
TRASH Compactor
REAR Vision Camera
RICHLUND SALES
504•229•4922 Route 4, Box 18
FAX 504• 229-4956 Kentwood, LA 70444

No Chemicals • No Fragrance • Reusable
N0NSCENTS odor adsorbent will remove Pet
Odor, Ammonia, Mildew, Smoke, Toxic Gases,
Chemical & Industrial Odors, Form aldehyde.
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KRUEGER ENTERPRISES
5057 American Legion Rd., SE
Iowa City, Iowa 52240

1-800/942-8565

,,..,,_.,., Du,,..,.,

Discover! Keep
A subscription to Trailer Life will bring
you the RV adventures and excite
ment you dream about. Send order to:
Trailer Life-P.O. Box 55793
Boulder, CO 80322-5793
1 Year-$14.98

Your
Magazines

Handy and distinctive binder lor 12 issues of MolorHome. Now
you can build an easy reference library to the many line articles
which appear in MotorHome. Binder has 12 removable steel

rods which are easily operated to put copies in (or remove).
Reinforced allll back. $7.98 plus $2,00 postage and
handling. Call!. rH. add 7 % NIH tax.

TL ENTERPRISES, INC.
29901 Agoura Road
Agoura, CA 91301
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good choice for sportsmen who de
sire to traverse the backcountry
once the motorhome is parked. It
can be towed with either manual
or automatic transmission.
The Cherokee is available in 2- or
4-door models and it can be towed
on all fours equipped with either
automatic or manual transmission.
Jeep's pickup offering, the Coman
che, can be towed with automatic
or manual transmissions when
equipped with 4WD or manual
transmission in 2WD models.
Jeep's owners manuals are writ
ten in clea r, concise language and
take the reader through step-by
step procedures needed to prepare
the vehicle for towing.

Suzuki and Mitsubishi
Suzuki offers several vehicles that
are factory-approved for towing. In
the automotive line, the Swift is
available in either a sedan or
hatchback model, and is towable
with manual transmission. Both
are very lightweight, sport high
EPA fuel economy figures and are
relatively inexpensive.
For those who want more ver
satility, Suzuki offers the Samurai
and aforementioned Sidekick in
4WD sport-utility configurations.
Both of these are lightweight rea
sonably priced units, with the Side
kick being a bit more luxurious.
The Sidekick is available -and tow
able -with automatic or manual
transmission. Suzuki does stipulate
that these vehicles be equipped
with manual-locking front hubs
and that the owner stop every 200
miles, start the engine and put the
transmission in gear for one min
ute in order to circulate oil in the
transfer case.
Another Japanese company, Mit
subishi, offers a couple of vehicles
than can be towed dinghy-style.
The Galant passenger car and the
Mighty Max compact pickup truck
can be towed on all four wheels, as
long as they are equipped with
manual transmissions.
The accompanying list of towing
recommendations reflect those
written in the owners manuals for
1992 models. The few exceptions
are those found in bulletins issued
by manufacturers. No questions
should be raised by dealers regard
ing warranty coverage and/or
drivetrain damage for the vehicles
listed in the accompanying towing
recom mendations. D
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